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Dumping Credentials from Windows Memory
There are three key credential caches that we are interested in accessing:

• the LM and NT hashes (eg. via hashdump) - these hashes are vulnerable to attacks 
based on Rainbow tables.

• the cache of domain password hashes (eg. via cachedump) - these hashes are gener-
ated using the following algorithm:

MD4(MD4(password)+user)

As a result, these hashes are vulnerable to brute-force dictionary attacks (eg. using 
John).

• the LSA secrets - all passwords stored here are in plain (UNICODE) text!

Before we may dump the contents of these hash databases, we first need to locate the 
physical addresses of the hives in memory (the hives may then be used to locate the reg-
istry keys that are needed to successfully extract these hash databases). To do this, we 
use the following at a command line prompt to dump the addresses of the _HHIVE data 
structures:

python volatility hivescan -f memory.bin

This command will produce an output similar to the following:

O F F S E T H E X

179875848 0xab8b008

etc. etc.

Any of these offset values will do to now locate the virtual addresses of all the hives in 
memory. Here, we will pick the offset address 179875848 to list all the virtual hive ad-
dresses as follows:

python volatility hivelist -f memory.bin -o 179875848

This command produces the following list of named hives and their addresses:
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A D D R E S S N A M E

0xe3a57b60   \Documents and Settings\Administrator\Local Settings\Application 
Data\Microsoft\Windows\UsrClass.dat

0xe3a15b60   \Documents and Settings\Administrator\NTUSER.DAT

0xe29bb008   \Documents and Settings\LocalService\Local Settings\Application 
Data\Microsoft\Windows\UsrClass.dat

0xe297db60   \Documents and Settings\LocalService\NTUSER.DAT

0xe297e008  \Documents and Settings\NetworkService\Local Settings\Application 
Data\Microsoft\Windows\UsrClass.dat

0xe2983008   \Documents and Settings\NetworkService\NTUSER.DAT

0xe1a216a0   \WINDOWS\system32\config\software

0xe1aa0b60   \WINDOWS\system32\config\SAM

0xe1aa1820   \WINDOWS\system32\config\default

0xe174fb60   \WINDOWS\system32\config\SECURITY

0xe173d228   [no name]

0xe1037008   \WINDOWS\system32\config\system

0xe102f008  [no name]

Now, from the above list we need to locate the following named hives:

• SAM - we find this is located at virtual address 0xe1aa0b60. This (obfuscated) hive con-
tains the LM/NT hashes. A copy of this cache is saved on the disk (ie. its stable).

• SECURITY - we find this is located at virtual address 0xe174fb60. This (obfuscated) hive 
contains a cache of domain passwords (by default, the last 10 are stored). A copy of this 
cache is saved on the disk (ie. its stable).

• SYSTEM - we find this is located at virtual address 0xe1037008. This hive is used to 
deobfuscate the data stored in the SAM and SECURITY hives.

At long last, we may now use this hive information to dump the LM/NT hashes and the 
cached domain hashes. Read the VolReg documentation to learn more about how to do 
this.
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Accessing the Registry from Windows Memory
Printing the keys present in each registry hive is also possible using the volatility frame-
work and RegRipper. For example:

• if we wished to view the registry keys present in the software hive then, using the data 
from the tables above, we would use the following:

rip.pl -r memory.bin@0xe1a216a0 -f software

• if we wished to view the registry keys present in the ntuser hive then, using the data from 
the tables above, we would use the following:

rip.pl -r memory.bin@0xe3a15b60 -f ntuser

Questions
You have been supplied with a memory image that has been captured using HBGary Re-
sponder. Use this image and the volatility framework, within a Ubuntu virtual machine envi-
ronment, to answer the following questions:

1. What type of operating system was this image taken from?

2. What network connections did the machine have open? What network connections had 
the machine made?

3. What processes did the machine have running? What processes had the machine ran?

4. You are told that a process has been exfiltrating data across the network, can you de-
termine which process this is? Ensure you fully explain your answer and that you save 
the processes memory and dump it as an executable.

5. You are told that a browser has been running on the machine. By analyzing the bows-
ers memory:

a. what web page artifacts can you recover?

b. for web pages that have involved the use of forms, what POST data can you re-
trieve?

6. By examining the registry only:

a. what removable media has this machine interacted with?

b. what web sites has this machine interacted with?
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7. Dump the LM/NT hashes and then, using rainbow tables1, crack as many of these 
hashes as you can.

8. Dump the LSA secrets and work out how to determine what the plain text passwords 
are for each LSA secret.
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1 Hint: you may find it useful to use the online pre-computed rainbow tables (they’ll crack 
any alphanumeric password in seconds!) accessible at:

http://www.objectif-securite.ch/en/products.php
Rainbow tables that may deal with any LM hash are around 120GB in size. With such ta-
bles, it takes no time to crack any LM hash. In other words, LM hashes are virtually plain-
text passwords and so their usage should be avoided at all costs!!
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